Lightweights second in H. of C.

Ivy League powers Princeton, Pennsylvania, Harvard, Yale and Dartmouth finished ahead of the Engineers on the day. MIT, however, beat such schools as Boston University, Northeastern, Cornell, Columbia, Navy, Notre Dame, and Michigan. This Head of the Charles saw over 3000 rowers in 720 boats participate in the regatta.

Men's Cross Country — Bob Walmsley '84 and Paul Neves '83 led the Engineers in the team's strongest showing to date, as MIT handily defeated Williams, Tufts, and UMass-Boston Saturday. Walmsley and Neves, placing first and second, respectively, ran together most of the way and finished almost a minute ahead of their nearest competitors. Other strong performances were posted by Ken Kovach '83 (fifth), Gopinath Ramesh '84 (ninth), and Bill Bruno '85 (tenth). The team ends its season at 4-3. MIT and Tufts, and UMass-Boston Saturday. Walmsley '84 and Paul Neves '83 led the Engineers in the team's strongest showing to date, as MIT handily defeated Williams, Tufts, and UMass-Boston Saturday. Walmsley and Neves, placing first and second, respectively, ran together most of the way and finished almost a minute ahead of their nearest competitors. Other strong performances were posted by Ken Kovach '83 (fifth), Gopinath Ramesh '84 (ninth), and Bill Bruno '85 (tenth). The team ends its season at 4-3. MIT now hopes to qualify for the National Division III Championships for the fourth straight year.

Women's Cross Country — In MIT's final dual meet of the year, the Engineers buried St. Anselms and Suffolk at Franklin Park Saturday 26-52-60. MIT had five of the top eight finishers in the contest, including Sarah de Dame, and Michigan. This Head of the Charles saw over 3000 rowers in 720 boats participate in the regatta.
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